
Scurry-Rosser Independent School District 

Spectator Code of Conduct 

 
The Scurry-Rosser ISD Athletic Department would like to issue the following statement regarding spectator 

conduct at athletic contests.  

 

The contests in which our students participate are for their educational benefit.  We appreciate the support of the 

school community when they cheer and applaud the participants, coaches, and officials. By doing so, you honor 

the players, coaches, and officials for their effort and time preparing for this educational experience. We also ask 

that you show your appreciation for the cheerleaders, band members, drill team, and other students who 

participate and support school events.  

 

The officials for this game have been mutually agreed upon by each school district. We ask that you demonstrate 

the kind of respect for these officials you would extend to any dedicated person in a position of responsibility.  

 
As a spectator you should NOT: 

 

 criticize players, coaches, or officials; or distract others away from the event 

 behave inappropriately for a school setting  

 possess or be under the influence of alcohol, tobacco, or drugs on school property   

 be discourteous or pose a risk of harm towards any person   
 

Scurry-Rosser ISD will use any of the following options for VIOLATIONS of the Spectator Code of Conduct: 
  

 Issue verbal warnings during the event as necessary  

 Remove persons from the current event for violating this code 

 Consult with individuals who have violated this code 
 Suspend persons from future events, for up to 2 years, who violate this code  

 

Scurry-Rosser ISD reserves the right to remove any person for violating the Spectator Code of Conduct or for 

actions deemed detrimental to a school event.  

 

Board Policies GKA Legal (Conduct on School Premises), GF Legal/Local (Public Complaints), and FNG Legal/Local 
(Student and Parent Complaints) govern regulations concerning public access to school events and are located on 
the school district website (scurry-rosser.com). Please contact the Athletic Office or Campus Office for assistance.  
 
 

 


